Title: Who's looking at you? Year: 2 Subject: Art

Key Knowledge
Paul Klee (1879 – 1940)
•He used lots of different materials to create artworks.
•He mostly painted with watercolour.
•His father was a music teacher and his mother was a singer.
•He was interested in music as well as painting.

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
•Born in Spain in 1881.
•He finished his first painting when he was 9 years old.
•He started painting with a realistic style but his later pieces
were abstract.
•Co-founded the Cubist movement.
•With others, invented the medium of collage.
•He died in France in 1973.
Senecio
Paul Klee

Weeping Woman
Pablo Picasso

Key Skills
•I can draw my face as an egg shape.
•I can add my eyes, nose, and mouth in the right place.
•I can choose the right colours for my skin, hair, and features.
•I can choose warm colours to convey happiness, and cold
colours to convey sadness.
•I can cut and stick different materials onto my portrait.
•I can stick features onto my portrait in unusual places.
•I can draw a moving person from a photograph, using only
lines.
•I can use straight or curved lines in my drawing.
•I can sweep watercolour paint across my page with my brush.
•I can dab my paintbrush on the page to create a pattern.
•I can use lots of different colours.

Key Vocabulary
abstract

Art that is not realistic, but focuses on shapes,
colours and textures.

Blue Period

The years between 1901-1904 when Picasso
painted monochromatic paintings using shades of
blue or green.

collage

Artwork made by sticking different things onto a
backing.

Cubism

An artist movement where artists created pictures
using simple shapes (and later on collage)

line drawing

A drawing created with only lines (no shading)

monochrome

Using black and white to colour a picture (or tones
of one colour).

pattern

A decorative design.

portrait

A painting, drawing, photograph of a person’s face.

realistic

Something that has been made to look lifelike/real.

self-portrait

A portrait of yourself.

unrealistic

Something that has not be made to look real.

watercolours

Watercolours are coloured paints, used for painting
pictures, which you apply with a wet brush or
dissolve in water first.

